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CodeGenUtils Free Download is an add-in for Visual Studio.NET 2008 that provides utilities for generating source code from
model files. It can also generate code for accessing COM objects, or for writing text files. With CodeGenUtils Free Download

you can: 1. Generate code or classes from model files. 2. Generate code for accessing COM objects. 3. Create a class map from
a model file. 4. Generate code for writing text files. 5. Generate a text file with the help of an editor view. The add-in is

available from CodePlex. We are planning on improving CodeGenUtils in the future. For example, the build-in Modeling
Services (just right-click on the model file and select View Code Generation) would be an idea for an improvement.

CodeGenUtils feature list: Generate code from a model file or access COM or COM interop objects. Generate code for writing
text files. Generate a class map from a model file. Generate code for accessing COM objects. Generate code for accessing a

COM interop object. Generate text files with an editor view. CodeGenUtils Sample Project CodeGenUtils is not just an empty
add-in. It consists of two projects: UTIL: CodeGenUtils project. CodeGenUtils is the framework for the add-in. UTIL is the

execution point for the add-in. CodeGenUtils is written in C#. UTIL is written in VB.NET. CodeGenUtilsDocumentTemplate is
a Visual Studio 2008 Document Template for Custom Code Generation. It's a markup file with information for the code

generation. CodeGenUtilsNodes.cs is a Visual Studio 2008 CodeGenUtils Extensions Class Library. It provides some additional
tools for CodeGenUtils CodeGenUtilsNodes contains "normal" classes and structures for the add-in. CodeGenUtilsNodes also
contains helper classes used by CodeGenUtils, like CodeDomNode. CodeGenUtilsNodes also contains classes for navigation

between the nodes. The CodeGenUtils Debugging project is required if you want to look at your code generation. The
CodeGenUtils Debugger contains the following.NET Reflector classes: CodeGenUtils creates a C# stub for a COM
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C++, C#, ASP.NET, C/C++ add-ins to Visual Studio for generating code from templates. CodeGenUtils Features: * Code
generation from templates * Working with COM, T4 and MFC * Generating projects and setting Project properties like Code
Generation properties, Preprocessor and RegEx * Setting Compiler properties and language-specific build-in options * Adding
reference to assemblies * Code Navigation support with hierarchical browsing and code completion * Compile and run projects
with built-in build manager and associated output window * Large list of RegEx, T4 and T4 code generation options * Rename

implementation class or method * Generate explicit implementation classes as you need them * Custom Template Language
with T4 file and System.CodeDom support * Generate full source code or just assembly * Generate XML documentation, out

of the box support in Visual Studio tools for documentation * Generate HTML documentation, out of the box support in Visual
Studio Tools for HTML * Generate C#, VB, JavaScript, and PHP Documentation out of the box or with just a template

parameter * Generate Source Code in HTML and Visual Studio Editing Format (HTML Help and XML Help) * Generate Page
Source Code (XML and HTML) * Generate Type Information * Generate help, out of the box support for HTML and C#

Generated Help * Generate dvd and book help, out of the box support * Generate Dummy Project, out of the box support *
Generate project files (.sln and.proj) * Compile from Project/File * Write compiler options to the project files * Generate code

to compile from, from command line * Generate in other languages (VB.Net, PHP, JavaScript) * C++, ASP.NET, C#, VB,
JavaScript, C/C++, T4, T4.net and COM add-ins, generated from T4, T4.net, and COM add-ins * CodeWalker to edit generic

source code * C/C++ Add-in * MFC Add-in * VC++ Settings options for C/C++, C#, ASP.NET, MFC and C++ * Generate.net
compact framework libraries * Version control integration, In-code versioning, in-file versioning, ticketing and 09e8f5149f
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CodeGenUtils

* CodeGenUtils an add-in for VS 2008. * Displays an icon on the status bar, that allows Visual Studio 2008 to quickly locate
and open the CodeGenUtils for code generation for a file. * Add a menu entry for code generation for.NET 1.1 and.NET 3.0
projects. * Displays information about the generated code for a file in the status bar. * Allows the user to modify the code
generation options for a specific file. * Generates the required parts for the generated code automatically for a file in the
background after the user selects which file to do. * Generates the required parts for the generated code automatically for the
selected file. * Displays the generated code to the user. * Uses the Imports Microsoft.VisualBasic library to generate the
required part for the code to be generated for a file. * Uses the Imports Microsoft.VisualBasic.Compatibility library to generate
the required part for the code to be generated for a file. Features: * Displays all files of the current project. * Manually selects
the target language and the project version for the code to be generated. * Displays information on the generated code for a file
in the status bar. * Displays information about the used classes in a list. * Displays the generated code to the user. * Shows and
allows user to change the text in a file. * Allows user to change the default settings for all files of the project. * Allows user to
define custom messages for the use with the Generate button. * Changes the title of the current VS window and optionally the
title of the status bar. * Allows user to open files with the right click of the mouse. * Allows user to create a shortcut. * Uses the
Imports Microsoft.VisualBasic library to generate the required part for the code to be generated for a file. * Uses the Imports
Microsoft.VisualBasic.Compatibility library to generate the required part for the code to be generated for a file. * Uses the
Imports Microsoft.VisualBasic.Compatibility.v2.0 library to generate the required part for the code to be generated for a file. *
Uses the Imports Microsoft.VisualBasic.Compatibility.v2.0.IE library to generate the required part for the code to be generated
for a file. * Uses the Imports Microsoft.VisualBasic.

What's New In?

CodeGenUtils adds to Visual Studio an additional "Code Generation" menu to the Solution menu. Customize the menu entries
(additions, removals and re-orderings) to suit your needs. CodeGenUtils main features: 1) Provides additional "Code
Generation" menu with project-specific entries. 2) Visualizer for code generation. 3) A set of plug-ins for existing menu items.
4) Tool windows for locating and editing code generation source and metadata In addtion to all visual components I also
included a little code snippet in the readme to generate a small stub to demo it. CodeGenUtils includes a Project template
for.NET/VC++ projects. You can add your own Project template by right-clicking the code gen menu and selecting "New
Project". Visualizer: If you right-click the file you want to generate and select the Code Gen tab, the visualizer will open,
showing the current code generation logic tree. You can edit source code or inject code generation logic. Supportive external
tools: On code generation, I have included a code generation editor (external,.NET based), a code coloring and some set of
additional source code snippets. If you need more metadata: In C#,.NET, Visual Basic, C++ and C# projects, you can also add
and remove custom attributes, including information about the properties and methods you want to generate. You can also make
the generated code compatible with different compilers by adding compiler directives (like "#define" in C). If you need to add
more bits, you can make a Visualizer (open source) or add your own plug-in (commercial, including Visual Studio add-ins).
Author: Emmanuel Bouillet is the author of CodeGenUtils. He also wrote CodeGenerationDemo, CodeGenManager and
CodeGenVisitor. This package is a major update of his previous packages: CodeGenManager, CodeGenVisitor and
CodeGenDemo. CodeGenUtils v2 CodeGenUtils is a Visual Studio 2008 add-in with features specifically for code generation.
CodeGenUtils add-in packaged for xcopy deployment -- just unzip into your DocumentsVisual Studio 2008Addins folder
(create it if it doesn't exist) and start Visual Studio. You will see an extra Code Generation menu when right-clicking a file.
CodeGenUt
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System Requirements For CodeGenUtils:

Mac OS X 10.4.11 or newer (Vista/WinXP not recommended) 1GB RAM, 1GB Free Space DirectX 9 Compatible video card
with 256MB RAM 1024x768 resolution recommended While these requirements are minimum, some people have reported
good performance on older Macs (aside from having to force a compatibility mode to run Win7). Game Details Dos Death
Match 2 features two unique game modes: Deathmatch and Team Deathmatch. Players choose from a large collection of
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